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What is your favourite food to eat?
Lola



How the Food Bank works
Victoria



Local people , 
schools, 

businesses and 
community 

groups  donate 
the food to 
Wimbledon 
Food Bank

Victoria



Volunteers sort the food 
by type and date
                  Ariana



Food parcels are picked 
and packed

Ariana



Wimbledon Food Bank gives vouchers 
to people who need help.

Food Bank vouchers are exchanged for 3 
days worth of food at a foodbank centre

Seohyon



Where does the food 
come from?Seohyon

Eg @ Harvest Time



Three day food parcel
Waleed



There are lots of reasons why 
someone might need help 

from the Food Bank

Waleed



In 2022 
They fed 7,755 people (150 per 

week)
Safaa



Last year we gave out 87 
tonnes of food
= which is the weight of how 
many double decker buses?

Safaa



12 !!
Safaa



Where do people come to 
collect food?
Eiwa



Ways to get involved:
• Raising awareness of the needs 

in the community (like your 
school!)

• Giving food or toiletries
• Sorting food or toiletry donations
• Packing food parcels 
• Raising money or buying 

gift-cards 
Eiwa



Remember we all have 
a giving and a 
receiving hand. 

At Foodbank we use 
both every day.

The love and care 
gives meaning and 
creates a lasting effect.
Sophie



We have taken the ideas and 
now want to start our own 

Food Bank at WCPS
We are going to give our 

helping hand

Sophie 



Met discuss how this would 
work?

What articles and 
cornerstones are covered?

Ariana



Victoria



Have met to discuss how a food 
bank would work

All work together as a school to 
make it work

Waleed



Leaflets
Posters          

Newsletters
Website

Stored by office
Word of mouth

Lola



Look out for the Food Bank 
information starting after 

half term
Sophie



Playground Games
Led by RRS Playground Leaders



Teach games to one 
another to make the 

playground more 
interesting

More children working as 
teams

More togetherness



Game One
Laughing tag

1 child - tagger
All other children find a space

Move around without being tagged
If child is tagged the tagger and the child 

stop and face each other
The tagger tries to make the tagged child 
smile/laugh. It the tagger is successful the 
pupil becomes a tagger- if not the games 

carries on



Game two
Octopus

Select one child to be the octopus
Rest of players line up and face the octopus.

The octopus calls the players to cross the sea by naming different 
things.

If you are wearing White socks- swim
If you have a letter a in your name

If you like chocolate
Players try to run to other side without being tagged

You can't move if you get tagged and you become seaweed
Seaweed can tag players that pass

If the octopus calls out octopus! All the players have to run to the 
other side

The games ends when only one player remains



Game Three
Coin flip

Heads and tails
Child in middle

Jump to child if middle person gets head
Continue

Then if child gets there- outside swaps to 
the middle



Busy bees at WCPS over next few weeks
Learning new games and setting up our 

own Food Bank
Look forward to seeing you in the 

playground playing the new games


